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ABSTRACT 

The scattering of 14 MeV neutrons from .8Si is studied. Differen

tial cross-seotions are measured for the elastic scattering and for 

the inelastic soattering from the first excited level with the time of 

flight and assooiated partiole method. The integrated cross-sections 

are also derived. 

The experimental results are compared with the theoretical pred! 

otions based on different forms of the optical model. 

The nuolear deformation parameter related to the first excited 

state is derived and compared with the values obtained with other 

prooedures. 

A fairly good agreement is obtained throughout using a distorted 

wave approximation with selected optical parameters. 

• • • 
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1. - INTRODUCTION 

Recently the scattering of fast neutrons by nuclei has been used 

with the aim of studying the direct interaction reactions and the rela

ted processes of collective states excitation (1). The nuclei Which have 

been studied are not confined to a particular olass but range from heavy 

nuclei such as Pb to nuclei like Sn and to the lighter ones like Li. 

By studying the elastio and inelastio scattering of fast neutrons 

by nuclei, as in the case of the nuclear reactions due to charged par

ticle (p, d, a, etc.) information can be obtained ooncerning the angular 

momentum transfer, the parity charge, the restriction in the possible 

values of the spin of the excited states, the nuclear deformation para

meter. In order to extraot such information from the experimental data 

it is however necessary to apply some theoretical model. 

The theories which claim to interprete the fast neutron scattering 

data are numerous. In the low range of incident energy the compound 

nucleus interaction is generally taken into account; but at the higher 

energies there seems to be a substantial contribution of the direct in

teraction mechanism with exoitation of collective levels. In this last 

case the compound nucleus interaction turns out to be almost inexistent 

or at last very low (2). 

From the theoretical point of view there is no foundamental diffe

rence between the elastic and inelastic scattering, since both of than 

represent successive steps of the same process. But from the experiment 

al point of view the data concerning the inelastic scattering are muoh 

more effeotive in providing a valuable cheok for the theories. 

Among the light nuclei, 28Si plays a particular role because it is 

placed near the upper end of the series of the so called light nuclei, 

it is characterized by having a filled ~2shell, it has a zero spin and 

a quadrupole moment presumably zero. 
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The elastio and inelastio soattering of oharged particles by ··Si 

has been studied with protons of energy in the range of 10 - 12.3 MeV('), 

and of energy of 155 MeV (0), with deuterons of energy of 8 MeV (0) and 

with alphas of energy of 28.5 MeV (6). The experimental results general 

ly agree with the theoretioal prediotions based upon the direot interao

tion model making use of optioal potentials and assuming oollective Ie 

vel exoitations. In the oase of the (p, p') angular distribution at 155 

~!eV the authors find that there is a disagreement with the (n, n') angu

lar distributions, beoause the diffraotion patterns are missing. 

The elastio and inelastio scattering of 14 MeV neutrollB from 28 Si 

has been studied by Clarke and Cross ('), Martin et a1. (.) , Stelson et al. 

('). The results of Clarke and Cross agree with those of Martin et al.; 

the results of Stelson et al. are slightly lower than the previous ones. 

It has to be noted that the experimental methods are differentl Clar 

ke and Cross, and Martin et a1. have used the time of flight method with 

associated partiole, Stelson et al. have used the beam bunohing method 

and the ring geometry. 

In the work of Stelson et a1. it is remarked that, because of the 

intimate nature of the soattering process, the inelastic component of the 

scattering oan contaminate appreciably the elastic one. This is spe

oially true in the oase of nuclei with the highest qtadrupole distort

ion since then the relative oross seotions are comparable at least for 

some soattering angles. The variations between the two measurements are 

however not much pronunced and oould be interpreted within the error li

mits if a systematio trend oocurring in the whole range of angles and in 

both the elastio and inelastio soattering was not observed. This behavi 
our has not 80 much influenoe in the determination of the optioal model 

parameters satisfying the elastio scattering as it has in the calculation 

of the deformation parameter relative to the lowest line of the colleo

tive state excited by the inooming neutron. 

The present measurement is intended to give a oontribution to the 

knowledge of the soattering of 14 MeV neutrons by 2· S1. 
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2. - EXPERDIENTAL PROCEDURE 

The energy spectra of the scattered neutrons from a natural silicon 

sample (compacted powder, 92·~ of Si'") were determined by a time - of

flight technique and the associ~ted particle method. Neutrons from the 

T(d,n) He· reaction were produced by 200 KeV deuterons striking a thick 

Tritium - Zr taq;et. After being scattered by the sample the neutrons were 

detected by a NE-VH2-213 liquid scintillator coupled with a 56 AVP; the 

associated alta particles were detected by a very thin (0.1 mm) plastio 

scintillator coupled with another 56 AVP photomultiplier. The width of 

the neutron beam was determined by the geometry of the alpha detector: 

the beam had an approximately gaussian profile in the scattering plane 

with a maximum width of 2° degrees. From the energy of the incident de~ 

terons and the emission angle of neutrons the energy of the beam was e

stimated to be 14.2 MeV, its energy spread being about 150 KeV. 

The scattering sample was in the form of a rectangular slab, plac

ed so as to subtend completely the cone of the neutron beam. It was 

rigidly connected with the alpha counter so that both could rotate to

gether around the axis of the deuteron beam, while the neutron counter 

remained fixed. This arran(;ement allowed the insertion of bored iron discs 

between the sample and the neutrons detector to improve the shield of 

the detector, which was as usual formed as a lead cylinder surrounded by 

paraffin blocks. 

The output pulses from the photomultipliers were fed to the elec

tronics, partially transistorized, and displayed on a 200 channel analy

zer, gated by the slow ooincidences between the outputs of the side

channel discriminators following the two particle detectors. The time r~ 

solution of the system, due principally to the flight time of neutrons 

in the neutron scintillator, was about 1.50 nsec, corresponding to a r~ 

solution in energy of 0.96 MeV at 14.2 MeV. 

Several measurements have been performed in order to ascertain the 

linearity of the electronics, the relative sensitivity of the neutron 

detector at different energies, the time scale of the analyzer and the 

background coincidence rate; all results are reported in Ref. ('0). 
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The ratio of time-to-background coincidenoes is know to be, in 

the case, inversely proportional to the souroe intensity; therefore the 

neutron yield was forcely maintained low enough to obtain a good oomp~ 

mise between the interference of the baokground and the time of the 

measurement. 

The differential cross section at all angles was obtained with the 

formula, 

N 1 
0'(8) = No,Jl'O € f 

where, 

~ is the number of scattering nuclei per cm" in the scattering 

sample; 

o is the angle subtended by the neutron detector; 

€ is the effioienoy of the neutron detection; 

(1) 

f is a factor which takes into account the absorption of neu

trons and their multiple diffusion in the scatterer; 

No is the number of a partioles detected in the associated par

ticle detector, and corresponds to the number of neutrons im

pinging on the scatterer; assuming unity its effici ency; 

N is the number of neutrons detected after scattering. 

This last number was deduced by computing the area sub tended under 

the elastic - or inelastic peak. This determination was not always 

simple and preoise, particularly when the elastic peak was rather high 

with respeot to the inelastic one; in this case a double procedure was 

followed. The first one oonsisted in fitting by hand the experimental 

peaks with gaussian curves and estimating their relative contribution 

to the total area covered by them; the seoond one was a mathematical 

method whioh allows the damping of statistical fluctuation on the ana

lyser channel C'). A compromise of the two was often followed. 

The correlated background was measured for several scattering 

angles and it was found that it practioally oorresponded to the back- . 
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ground detected in the energy range preceding the elastio scattering 

peak. So it was raLher easy to evaluate it. 

3. - RESULTS 

The experimental values of the differential scattering cross sec

tions for 14 MeV neutrons for the ground state and the first excited 

stqte (1.78 MeV) of ··Si are reported in Table 1. In the first column 

are listed the angles, in tho center-of-mass coordinate system, at which 

the measurements have been performed; in the second and third columns 

are reported respectively the differential elastic and inelastic cross

sections, expressed in millibarns/ar. 

Table 1. - Elastic and inelastic cross-sections for 14 MeV 

neutrons from '"Si. 

lio .m. aO (Q = 0) aO (Q = -1.78) 
~ (mb/sr) (mb/sr) 

20° 6.29 ± 0.18'10- 2
• 1.55 :!: 0.40'10-·' 

30° 1.35 ;!: 0.59'10-" 1.00 ± 0.14'10-·' 

40° 1.58 ± 0.13'10-·' 1.59 :!: 0.13'10-·' 

50° 2.88 :!: 0.21 '10-" 2.42 :!: 0.19'10- 26 

58° 6.04 ± 0.33'10 
-., 

1.38 :!: 0.17'10-" 

65° 7.85 :!: 0.29'10-" 1.43 :!: 0.12'10-" 

70° 4.75 ;!: 0.31 '10-'· 9.60 :!: 0.14'10- 17 

90° 1.23 :!: 0.16'10-" 8.38 ;!: 0.10.10-'7 

110° 8.90 :!: 0.11'10- 27 
4.17 :!: 0.81 '10- 07 

1200 ·1.57 ;!: 0.17'10-" 7.32 :!: 1.51 '10-.7 
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The cross section value at 20 C.M. shown in Table 1 is the experi 

mental one slightly corrected taking into account the correlate ba

ckground contribution, whioh is rather high at this angle and difficult 

to evaluate. The correction faotor has been derived from a oomparison 

between the measured differential oross section of the ··C and its mean 

value reported in the literature (',.2), both relative ix> the same angle 

and incident neutron energy as for the ··Si. The oorrection was of the 
order of 25%. 

The uncertainty of the soattering angle in the soattering plane h 

of the order of ±3°. The errors reported are statistioal ones and are 

obtained from the number of events under the peak area, and consider

ing the background oontribution. 

Figure 1 shows the angular distributions of the elastically and in 

elastioally soattered neutrons. For the sake of easily inspecting the 

general trend of the data and comparing them with the data of other au

thors, ourves have been traoed by eye through the experimental points. 

The inelastio scattering from •• Si and .10 Si, which altogether amo

unt to about 8% of natural Si, would not be expected to distort the an

gular distribution of the first exoited state of ··Si by more than a 

few peroent. Although there was evidence in the experimental spectra 

of the existenoe of higher states of ··Si, no attempt has been made 

to derive the corresponding angular distribution curves. 

As can be seen from Figure 1, the present measurements agree faiE 

ly well with those of Clarke and Cross and also with those of Martin et 

al. The results of Stelson et al. are systematically lower. 

From experimental results one can derive also the integrated ela

stic differential oross-seotion over all angles; the value obtained is 

0.75 ± 0,7 b, in agreement with the value of 0,75 b reported by Clarke 

and Cross (7). Theoretical curve has been used to extrapolate the expe

rimental distribution to small or high angles where no experimental 

points were available. The calculated integrated cross - section us

ing the curve from optical model, as explained in the following, is 

0.769 b. The total cross section for the scattering, of 14 MeV neu 
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nucleus may suggest, as in several similar cases, the presence of a d! 

rect interaotion meohanism where a surface interaction may play an impo£ 

tant role and the interaction potential can assume different forms. A ~ 

nera! study of the inelastio soattering with direot interaotion and USllg 
. i the distorted waves has been oarried out by Glendenning (a ) particular 

ly for the. case of the inelastic soattering of 15 MeV neutrons from an 

hypothetical nucleus with A - 30. 

The ourve referring to the transition from the 0+ to the 2+ states 

is reported in Figure 3. It shows a general agreement with the experi 

mental pOints, specially around 110°C.M. where the cross-seotion tends 
to let down. 
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Fig. 3 . Obseved differential cross-sections for the inelastic 

scattering to state in ··8i at 1. 8 MeV. and comparison 

with other results: 

--.~.~ Inelastic scattering of 11. 98 MeV protoDs Cohen and Cookson (J) 

'. - Theoretical curve from Olendenninl (21) 

--- Theoretical curve tram Clarke and Cross (7) 

_. _ . - Tbeoretical curve from Ste1son at a1. (9) 
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A better agreement ~ however obtained with the calculations c:£ Clarke 

and Cross (1). Their calculations, based on the distorted waves Born ap

proximation, make use of a generalized optical potential where both the real 

and the :immaginary parts of the potential have an energy dependence of 1he type. 

1 
V = Vo + '2 E, Vo = 51 MeV, W. = O. 

Moreover, a volume interaction with a cOlllltant potential of -2 MeV 

is introduced besides the surface interaction. 

The most important feature of the theory cOllllists in the introduc

tion of a nuolear radius dependent on the angle. This means to suppose 

that in the interaction oomes into play a quadrupolar deformation 1'01-
+ lowing a oolleotive excitation of the 2 state. In faot, also if the in£ 

tial and final states of the nucleus have energies that oan be determi~ 

ed on the basis of an independent particle model and a spherical poten! 

ial, there is still present a collective enhanoement often dominating the 

single particle contribution. 

The theory oan be then naturally developed as an extellllion of the 

optical model including non spherical potentials, whio, in the suoces

sive perturbative treatment, are assumed to induoe the inelastio scat

tering from these vibrational or rotational collective states. 

The nuclear radfus appearing in 1he optical potential. ~ assumed equal to 

R(a) = Ro [1 +~", at", Yt'" (9 ~)] 

for a spherical nucleus with quadrupolar vibrations, being t = 2 for the 

0+ .. 2+ transition. The quantity <~",(al",)a> ill equal to the nuolear de

formation parameter, (3:, whioh is also dependent on the reduoed eleo~ 

magnetio transition probabilities B (E2) that is, 

II a _ B(E2) .0 .. 2) 
"I - [ (~) Z e Re2]2 

11 _13 
(Rc = 1.2 A/~10 ) 

as oan be derived. from the Coulomb exoitation fenomena (II), from the 

high energy electron soattering (2'), from measurements of the half life 

of resonance fluorescence (24). 
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Ste150n et al. (0) u5ing a generalized optioal model have caloula

ted the differential inela5tic 5cattering fur tile fir5t order, whioh fit5 

better their experimental results. 

This curve, as reproduoed in Figure 3, appear5 to be lower than the 

other curves a5 much a5 the experimental pOint5 are lower. From their ca,! 

culations Stelaon et al. have a150 deduced for P. the value 0.40. 

Observing that the value of P. a does not affect the angular distri

bution of the cross-5ection, but only its absolute value, one can shift 

the Ste150n I S curve and normalize it 10 the value at 40°, for example. In 

this ',vay, one obtaines for pz the value 0.48. 

The value of the deformation parameter for silicon has been deriv

ed several time5 either with electromagnetio methods or from the neut! 

on inela5tic scattering. The re5ults are summarized in Table 2. 

There is a reasonable agreement among the data in spl.te of their be

ing deduced with different methods. Moreover it may be observed that the 

same value of Ro is assumed in all oaS6S and principally that IIBI\Y' 

50urces of errors affect the calculations. 

Table 2 - Summary of quadrupole deformBl;jon parameters, (J. fbund from 

electromagnetic mea5urement5 end inelastic neu1ron sostterlng. 

a b 0 

O,44(a) 0.36(c) 0.4.3(e) 

O.40(b) O.48(d) O.40(f) 

O.48(g) 
-

a - value5 from re50nanoe life time5j (a)Ref.(23), (b)Ref.(I5) 

b - values from high energy eleotron scattering;(C)Ref.~), (d)Ref.("7) 

0- values from (n, n') scattering at 14 MeV; (e)Ref.(7),(f)Ref.(') and 

(g) Present work. 
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5. - CONCLUSION 

The angular distributions of the neutrons IIcattered from Bllicon 

agree muoh better with the data of Martin et al. (.) and of Clarlaaand 

Cross ( 7) than with thoBe of Stelson et al. (.). Anyway the experi

mental results follow satisfactorily the theoretical prediotions based 

upon the distorted wave approximation with different optical model pa

rameters. Although the Si nucleus b olose to the lower limit of the 

range of nuclei where the optioal model oah be thougnt to be applioable, 

the agreement between the experimental data and the theoretioal predio

tions may be regarded as oonfirming that the model ill effectively IItill 

valid in this oase as well. 

The authors wish to thank prof. V. Benzi for the faoilities provid

ed at the Centro di Caloolo del CNEN, Bologna. Thanks are also due to 

dr. G. Farohi for having ' carried out the numerioal oaloulations with tm 

IBM 7040 of the Centro di Caloolo dell'Universita di Trieste. 
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